Directions: Read each question carefully and then circle your answer.

1. When you have free time, what do you enjoy doing?
   a. Playing with a big group of friends
   b. Hanging out with just your besties
   c. Spending time with your family
   d. Chilling with your family and friends all at the same time
   e. Relaxing by yourself

2. When you have a big problem, what do you do?
   a. Use your brain to solve it by yourself
   b. Ask friends for help and listen carefully to what they say
   c. Look around for tools that might do the trick
   d. Try to remember what my mother would tell me
   e. Run away

3. What would you do on your perfect day?
   a. Talk with friends and meet their other friends, too
   b. Run around the playground or play at the beach
   c. Go for a long walk or hike with someone you love
   d. Spend time outside soaking up the sun
   e. Read, draw, or relax quietly

4. What is your favorite kind of day?
   a. A summer evening, right when the sun goes down
   b. A fall day when the air is cool but the sun is still shining
   c. The hotter, the better—you can handle the summer heat
   d. Not too hot and not too cold—right in the middle
   e. A pretty spring morning when all the flowers are blooming

5. What word best describes your personality?
   a. Curious
   b. Sweet
   c. Loyal
   d. Brave
   e. Shy
Results

Directions: Using tally marks, answer the following questions:

How many a’s did you circle? ____________________________________________________
How many b’s did you circle? ____________________________________________________
How many c’s did you circle? ____________________________________________________
How many d’s did you circle? ____________________________________________________
How many e’s did you circle? ____________________________________________________

Circle the letter you chose the most:    a   b   c   d   e

If you answered mostly “a,” you’re most like a rat! Rats are very social and smart, and they’re excellent problem solvers. Like birds, they build beautiful, tidy nests, but instead of using twigs, they use cloth, paper, and straw. They’re often crammed inside tiny cages and used in cruel experiments that leave them sick or hurt. To help them, ask your parents to buy only bathroom products (such as shampoo and soap) and cleaning supplies that aren’t tested on animals.

If you answered mostly “b,” you’re most like a dog! Dogs are some of humans’ oldest and closest friends. They’re charming, playful, smart, and sweet. They’re great listeners and can even hear sounds that humans can’t. They should never be chained up outdoors—they should live indoors with their human families instead. They need food, water, a warm bed, regular visits to the vet, daily exercise, and lots of love.

If you answered mostly “c,” you’re most like an elephant! Like humans, elephants form close, lifelong bonds with their family members. They travel long distances with their herds and use tools. Many are taken away from their families by humans and forced to perform in circuses. Read a book or watch a nature video about them instead of going to see them in circuses.

If you answered mostly “d,” you’re most like a chicken! Chickens are interesting animals who can recognize more than 100 faces, see in color, and even dream—just like humans! Mother chickens (hens) take very good care of their baby chicks, talking to them while they’re still in the shell and protecting them when they’re little. Many chickens live in crowded, dirty meat and egg factories. Help chickens by eating foods like spaghetti, bean tacos, and peanut butter and jelly sandwiches instead of chicken or eggs.

If you answered mostly “e,” you’re most like a deer! If you’ve ever seen deer, you know that even the smallest sound can scare them, causing them to run away quickly and gracefully. They’re also excellent jumpers. Every year, male deer shed their antlers and grow new ones. If you like to be outside, go hiking or bird-watching instead of hunting, which is cruel.